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 Let’s take a look at five of its best features: 1. Create Your Own Forms As more and more of us do business online, the need to send out PDF files via email is becoming a necessity. While you can create any type of document you like, the easiest to create are forms. Forms can be used to manage customer information, collect personal details, help customers purchase your products, submit payment,
collect insurance claims and much more. 2. Add Files To The Form No matter what you’re sending a PDF of, you can add files to it, such as photos, videos, presentation slides or anything else. This is a useful way of providing extra information for customers, for example if you want to share a document with customers containing the latest news or any important information about your business. 3.
Send Forms As PDFs Have you ever tried sending out documents as attachments? If you’re like most of us, you’re not a fan of this process, so why not go straight to the source and send a PDF of your form as an email attachment? You can then send these PDFs as emails via any email account, even Hotmail or Gmail. 4. Highlight Key Areas Of A Form Sometimes it’s not enough to simply provide a
form, you may want to highlight areas of importance, and that’s where ‘Highlight’ becomes your best friend. You can easily highlight the areas of a form you want to make standout, and if you don’t want to highlight an area, you can simply un-highlight it to restore the previous color. 5. Add New Data To A Form Along with creating forms, you can also add new data to any form that you’ve already

created. Simply select the cell that you want to edit, and you’ll see a list of options pop up. The one you want to use is highlighted. Simply type or paste in the information you want, and you’re done.Q: How to distinguish with regex, if a string contains at least one or more dots? I have the following string which I want to match: s = "first.second.third.fourth.fifth.sixth" I need to match all elements
containing at least one dot (except for the first and last) and return the following list: 82157476af
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